Blog Community Guidelines
OpenEdge, the payments technology division of Global Payments, encourages interaction with our team and
dialogue about payments, payments technology, products, services, initiatives, news, and information. We
encourage a vibrant and relevant online community through active engagement (comments, questions, likes
and shares).
Note that all comments, posts, and links will be reviewed and inappropriate or offensive material will be
removed.
All users of OpenEdge blogs must comply with rules, rights and responsibilities outlined by the respective
digital media as well as the terms of use listed below:
-

Though OpenEdge encourages the use of digital media for open commentary, postings by followers do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of OpenEdge or Global Payments, nor do they confirm their
accuracy.
Reading user content is at your own risk.
Users and contributors must abide by all laws that govern the use of intellectual property including
copyrights and trade secrets.
Postings should not endorse or encourage fraudulent or criminal activity.
Users are solely responsible for the content submitted. OpenEdge and Global Payments assume no
liability for content submitted by the user.
Employees of OpenEdge and Global Payments who comment on the blog must clearly identify
themselves as an employee and post a disclaimer.
OpenEdge reserves the right to request certain subjects are avoided, to withdraw certain posts and to
to remove of inappropriate comments in its sole discretion.
No hateful or discriminatory comments regarding race, ethnicity, religion, gender, disability, sexual
orientation or political beliefs.
No defamatory, offensive, obscene, vulgar or violent natured postings.
No spam, link baiting or files containing viruses that could damage the operation of other people’s
computers or mobile devices.
No promotion of competing products, services or brands or other commercial promotion or solicitation.
No “trolling”, or posting deliberately disruptive statements meant to hijack comment threads or throw
discussions off-track.
No posting of confidential personal or account information, passwords or any other sensitive
information.

Anyone repeatedly posting material that falls into the above categories will be removed and/or banned from
participating on this page.
OpenEdge and Global Payments reserve the right to change or amend the above guidelines at any point
without prior notice. If you have a customer service issue, we recommend contacting OpenEdge
CustomerCare at support@openedgepay.com or 800.774.6462, Option 3.
For more information or questions regarding the above guidelines please contact:
info@openedgepay.com

